T cell repertoire formation displays characteristics of qualitative models of thymic selection.
The use of T cell receptor elements varies between mouse strains, reflecting a balance between positive and negative selection. The presence of H-2E biases V alpha and V beta usage through major histocompatibility class II isotype preferences of V elements, and mammary tumor virus-dependent, negative selection. Quantitative models of thymic selection predict that negative selection equates to 'excess' positive selection, whereas qualitative models suggest that positive and negative selection are opposing forces. This report attempts to distinguish between the models by assessing whether, at the level of the T cell repertoire, positive and negative selection have quantitative or qualitative characteristics. The data show that the effect of bearing V alpha and V beta regions which are both preferentially (or negatively) selected in the presence of H-2E is additive or synergistic, whilst positive stimuli counteract negative ones. The data thus provide support for qualitative models of thymic selection.